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Abstract

Discourse-aware techniques, including entity-
aware approaches, play a crucial role in sum-
marization. In this paper, we propose an
entity-based SpanCopy mechanism to tackle
the entity-level factual inconsistency problem
in abstractive summarization, i.e. reducing
the mismatched entities between the generated
summaries and the source documents. Com-
plemented by a Global Relevance component
to identify summary-worthy entities, our ap-
proach demonstrates improved factual consis-
tency while preserving saliency on four summa-
rization datasets, contributing to the effective
application of discourse-aware methods sum-
marization tasks. 1

1 Introduction

Discourse-aware models play a crucial role in nat-
ural language processing applications, including
machine translation (Guzmán et al., 2014) and text
summarization (Xu et al., 2020). Among these ap-
plications, abstractive text summarization, the task
of generating informative and fluent summaries of
the given document(s), has attracted much atten-
tion in the NLP community. While early neural
approaches focused more on designing customized
architectures or training schema (Nallapati et al.,
2016; Tan et al., 2017; Liu* et al., 2018), recent
works have shown that both pre-trained generation
models fine-tuned on in-domain datasets and zero-
shot GPT-like decoder-only models generally have
better performance (Lewis et al., 2020; Zhang et al.,
2020; Raffel et al., 2020; Goyal et al., 2022).

However, even with state-of-the-art performance
on standard automatic evaluation metrics such
as ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and BERTScore (Zhang*
et al., 2020), the generated summaries still suffer
from the problem of factual inconsistency, which

1The code is available at https://github.com/
Wendy-Xiao/Entity-based-SpanCopy

Entities in Source Doc: Royal Marine, Falk-
lands, Portsmouth, Falklands War Memorial....

Ground Truth: Plans to move a statue depicting
a Royal Marine in the Falklands conflict away
from Portsmouth seafront have been criticised.

PEGASUS: A campaign has been launched to
keep a statue of a Falklands War marine in Hamp-
shire.

SpanCopy: A campaign to keep a statue of a
Royal Marine marching across the Falklands in
Portsmouth has been launched.

SpanCopy + GR: A statue of a Royal Marine
marching across the Falklands during the Falk-
lands War Memorial should remain in its current
location, campaigners have said.

Table 1: An example of entity-level factual inconsis-
tency from the XSum dataset. The summary generated
by PEGASUS totally missed one entity (Royal Marine)
and one entity indicates a larger area than the correct
one (Hampshire).

means the generated summaries may not be factu-
ally consistent with the content expressed in the
source documents (Kryscinski et al., 2020; Bubeck
et al., 2023). Inconsistencies may exist either at
the entity, where summaries mention entities ab-
sent from source documents, or at the relation level,
where summaries express relations between entities
that differ from the source (Nan et al., 2021).

In this paper, we focus on the entity-level incon-
sistency problem, i.e. to make the model generate
summaries with less entities which do not appear in
the source document(s) i.e., ‘hallucinated’ entities.
Note however, that hallucinated entities are not nec-
essarily ‘unfaithful’ or ‘wrong’ (Cao et al., 2021),
so the goal is to reduce them without excluding
entities that do appear in the reference summary
i.e., without penalizing saliency. Table 1 shows an
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example of entity-level factual inconsistency from
the XSum dataset. Although the content of the
summary generated by the SOTA summarizer PE-
GASUS (Zhang et al., 2020) is roughly similar that
of the ground-truth summary, it does not accurately
summarize the original documents with the proper
entities. Specifically, the entity ‘Hampshire’ is ‘hal-
lucinated’, as it does not appear in the source doc-
ument. Despite the fact that the city ‘Portsmouth’
is located in ‘Hampshire’ county, the entity itself
is still an instance of factual inconsistency (i.e., an
unnecessary generalization).

Prior work (Dong et al., 2020; King et al., 2022)
mainly address the entity-level inconsistency prob-
lem in the post-processing stage. However, those
methods either requires additional sophisticated
models, e.g. Dong et al. (2020) uses a pre-trained
QA model to ‘revise’ the generated summaries,
or being built on arguably brittle heuristics (King
et al., 2022). Recent work (Nan et al., 2021) pro-
poses two ways to directly improve the end-to-end
summarization model, either by training with an
auxiliary task, which is to recognize the summary-
worthy entities in the source document using the
hidden states from the encoder, or jointly gener-
ating the entities and the summaries, i.e. gener-
ating a chain of entities in the summary followed
by the summary. The latter one is in-line with
recently proposed entity-aware guided summariza-
tion methods (He et al., 2020; Narayan et al., 2021).
Yet, both methods do not explicitly encourage the
model to generate the summaries with more valu-
able entities, as both of them aim to guide the
model to detect the summary-worthy entities with-
out any changes in the summary generation process.
Instead, aiming for a lean and modular solution,
we propose the discourse-aware SpanCopy Mecha-
nism to explicitly copy the matched entities2 from
the source documents when generating the sum-
maries. One key advantage of our proposal is that
it can be easily integrated into any pre-trained gen-
erative sequence-to-sequence model.

Since often only a few of the entities in the
source documents can be included in the summary,
which we call ‘summary-worthy entities’, we also
explore an additional Global Relevance component
to better recognize the summary-worthy entities by
automatically generating a prior distribution over
all the entities in the source documents.

2We particularly focus on the Named Entities in this paper,
but our method can be easily applied to any kind of spans or
entities.

We test our proposal on four summarization
datasets in the news and scientific paper domain,
comparing it with the established SOTA PEGASUS
system (Zhang et al., 2020). In a first set of exper-
iments, as a sanity check, we assess our models
on arguably easier subsets of these datasets, where
all the entities in the reference summaries belong
to the source document. In these cases, SpanCopy
should definitely dominate PEGASUS, which is
confirmed by the results. In a second set of exper-
iments, we fine-tune and test on the full datasets.
On this realistic and more challenging task, we
find that SpanCopy (without Global Relevance)
can strongly improve the entity-level factual con-
sistency (+2.28) on average across datasets, with
essentially no change in saliency (−0.06).

2 Related Work

2.1 Abstractive Summarization

Early neural abstractive summarization mod-
els (Nallapati et al., 2016; Paulus et al., 2018;
See et al., 2017) are mainly sequence-to-sequence
models based on different variants of RNN, e.g.
LSTM or GRU, with additional components tar-
geting different properties of the summaries, like
redundancy (Tan et al., 2017) and coverage (See
et al., 2017). However, all the recurrent models suf-
fer from serious weakness like long-term memory
loss, and requiring excessive time to train.

To tackle these problems, researchers in the
area of abstractive summarization started to use
attention-based transformer models (Liu and La-
pata, 2019a,b); recently reaching SOTA perfor-
mance when pre-trained generative transform-
ers are applied to the task, e.g. BART (Lewis
et al., 2020), PEGASUS (Zhang et al., 2020) and
PRIMERA (Xiao et al., 2022). The SpanCopy
mechanism we propose in this paper can be advan-
tageously injected into any pre-trained models.

2.2 Factual Consistency

Despite the large improvements with respect to
automatic evaluation metrics, recent studies (Cao
et al., 2018; Kryscinski et al., 2020) show that
around 30% of the summaries generated by the
SOTA summarization models contain factual incon-
sistencies. Ideally, the assessment of factual consis-
tency should rely on human annotations (Maynez
et al., 2020), but these are costly, time consum-
ing and lack a unified standard. Thus promising
automatic evaluation metrics for factual consisten-
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Figure 1: Structure of the model with Entity-based SpanCopy Mechanism, with five components: Encoder, Decoder,
Span Copier, Copy Gate and Generator. The upper left bar plot shows the Global Relevance component, predicting
the prior probability of all the entities {e1, e2, e3, e4} to be copied to the summary.

cies of generated summaries have been explored in
recent years. To assess relation-level factual consis-
tency two kinds of metrics have been proposed: one
based on classification (Kryscinski et al., 2020),
and one based on Question-Answering (Maynez
et al., 2020; Durmus et al., 2020). For entity-level
factual consistency, the focus of this paper, Nan
et al. (2021) propose a simple but effective evalua-
tion metric, based on the matched named entities
in both generated and ground-truth summaries. In
our work, we use such metric to evaluate whether
the generated summaries are consistent with both
the source documents and the reference summaries
at the entity-level.

2.3 Entity-aware Summarization
The use of entities as part of discourse-aware ap-
proaches has been shown to improve both saliency
and factual consistency for the summarization task.
Xiao et al. (2022) identify salient entities within
document clusters and utilize them to select pseudo
summaries during the pre-training phase, leading to
superior performance on multiple datasets. Entities
have also been employed in guided summariza-
tion, where researchers extract oracle entities from
ground-truth summaries and use them to guide sum-
mary generation. For instance, Dou et al. (2021)
introduce an additional encoder to encode guid-
ance signals, sharing partial parameters with the
original document encoder. In related research, He
et al. (2020) propose a pre-training strategy that
prepends source documents with oracle keywords

as prefixes, and Narayan et al. (2021) train models
to first predict an entity chain before generating the
final summary. Diverging from prefix-based strate-
gies, our approach enables the model to learn ex-
plicit copying of entities to specific positions in the
generated summary, further advancing discourse-
aware summarization techniques.

2.4 Copy Mechanism
See et al. (2017) first apply pointer-generator net-
work in an abstractive summarization model, which
facilitates copying words from the source docu-
ments by pointing, i.e., generating a distribution of
probabilities to copy each word from the source.
Following their work, Bi et al. (2020) propose
PALM, in which the copy mechanism is applied
on top of the transformer model, and with a novel
pre-training schema, the model achieves SOTA on
several generative tasks, such as abstractive sum-
marization and generative QA. More recently, Li
et al. (2021) further explores how to make use of
the copy history to predict the copy distribution for
the current step. However, all the aforementioned
works focus on copying at the word level, which
tends to be sparse and noisy. Instead, we aim to
train the model to copy spans of text i.e., the named
entities, in this paper.

Admittedly, some previous work has also inves-
tigated span-based copy mechanisms. Yet, those
models either predict the start and end indices of a
span (Zhou et al., 2018), or predict the BIO labels
for each token (Liu et al., 2021). Even if such
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strategies can copy any kinds of spans (clauses,
n-grams, entities, phrases or longest common se-
quence) from the source document, they may intro-
duce unnecessary noise and break the coherence
of the generated text. In this work, we focus on
copying the spans of the Named Entities, extracted
by a high-quality NER tool, aiming to improve fac-
tual consistency of the generated summary without
negatively affecting saliency.

3 Our SpanCopy Method

3.1 Transformer-based Summarizers

Typically, transformer-based summarization(Lewis
et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020) consists of two
steps (i) The Encoding Step (by the Encoder
shown in yellow in Fig.1), which encodes the
source input(s) into an hidden space; (ii) the De-
coding Step, which computes a probability distri-
butions on the output vocabulary to generate each
token of the resulting summary. In this paper, to
better describe our methods in the context of a
generic summarization models, we split the De-
coding process into two components, the Decoder
itself (shown in green in Fig.1), which outputs the
representations of predicted tokens, and the Gen-
erator (shown in purple in Fig.1), an MLP layer
mapping the representations to the final probability
distribution on the output vocabulary.

More formally, for a document with n tokens
D = {td1, td2, ..., tdn}, and the corresponding sum-
mary with m tokens, S = {ts1, ts2, ..., tsm}, the
output of the Encoder is a sequence of hidden
states of all the tokens, i.e. {he1, he2, ..., hen}. And
then the Decoder predicts a sequence of vector,
{hd1, hd2, ..., hdm}, representing the tokens to be pre-
dicted. Finally, the Generator maps those vec-
tors to the distributions over the vocabulary, i.e.
{p1,p2, ...,pm}, where pi ∈ R|V |.

There has been recent research on models with a
decoder-only structure for summarization (Goyal
et al., 2022), where the decoder is responsible
for both the encoding and decoding steps. In
this approach, the tokens in the source documents
are represented using the output of the decoder,
rather than relying on the encoder. Our proposed
method specifically applies to the decoder, making
it compatible with both encoder-decoder models
and decoder-only models. However, in this paper,
we primarily focus on exploring the application
of our method to encoder-decoder models, while
leaving the investigation of decoder-only models

for future research.

3.2 SpanCopy Mechanism

A key problem with generic sequence-to-sequence
transformer-based summarizers is that the decod-
ing step is prone to generate factual inconsistencies,
i.e. the model may make up entities or relations
that are not entailed by the source documents. To
address entity-level factual inconsistency, we intro-
duce in the Decoding Step the SpanCopy mecha-
nism, which can be conveniently plugged into any
pre-trained models. Specifically, we first identify
and match the entities in both source document and
summary, and then instead of generating the entire
summary word by word, we add an additional Span
Copier to directly copy entities from the source doc-
ument, with a Copy Gate predicting the likelihood
of whether the model should generate the current
token from the vocabulary or directly copy an entity
from the source document.

Span Copier (shown in blue in Fig.1) is an at-
tention module over all the entities in the input
document. Suppose there are |E| entities in the
input document, with each entity j being a span
over tokens [djs , dje ], then the entities can be sim-
ply represented as ej = avg([hejs : h

e
je
]), where hei

represents the output of the encoder for each token
di. At each decoding step i, we compute the logit
vector of copying each entity at the current step as:

oci = Q(hdi ) ·K(ej),o
c
i ∈ R|E| (1)

indicating how likely it is to copy the entities from
the source document at each step. Notice that to
better balance the numeric difference caused by the
size of selection space (|V | and |E|), we generate
and combine the raw logit vectors3 from the Span
Copier and Generator, and take softmax over the
combined space to get the final probability.

Copy Gate (shown in red in Fig.1) is a classifier
to map the hidden states to a singular value, i.e.

pcopyi = σ(MLP (hdi )), p
copy
i ∈ [0, 1] (2)

which indicates the probability of copying an entity
at each step. On the contrary, 1− pcopyi represent
the probability of generating a token from the vo-
cabulary at step i.

3The vector of raw (non-normalized) predictions that the
classification model generates
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Then the final probability, combining both gener-
ation over the vocabulary and the copy mechanism
over the entity space, is computed as

pfinal
i = softmax([(1− pcopyi ) · ogi , p

copy
i · oci ]) (3)

with pfinal
i ∈ R(|V |+|E|), where ogi ∈ R(|V |) is the

logit vector of token generation and oci ∈ R(|E|)

is the logit vector of entity copying. As a result,
the first |V | dimensions of the final probability rep-
resent the probability of generating all the tokens
from the vocabulary, while the following |E| di-
mensions contain the probabilities of copying the
entities from the source document.

Note that the input of the original Decoder in the
transformer model at each step is the embedding
of the previous token (which is the ground-truth
one during training, and the predicted one for in-
ference), but a span of text longer than 1 does not
naturally have an embedding to match. We simply
use the average of the embedding of all the tokens
in the entity, following previous work using aver-
age embedding to represent a span of text (Xiao
and Carenini, 2019).

3.3 Loss
We use the standard loss for abstractive summa-
rization, i.e. the cross entropy loss between the
predicted probability and the ground truth labels,

L1 =
∑

i

Ls(p
final
i , ti) (4)

However, notice that, since the predicted probabil-
ity distribution is over the combined space of vo-
cabulary size and entity size (pfinal

i ∈ R|V |+|E|),
the corresponding ground truth labels can be either
indices of words to be generated from the vocabu-
lary, or the indices of entities to be copied from the
source document, i.e. ti ∈ [0, |V | + |E|]. Specif-
ically, if ti < |V |, then the ti-th token should be
generated, and if ti > |V |, the (ti − |V |)-th entity
should be copied from the source document.

3.4 SpanCopy with Global Relevance
Among all the entities in the source documents,
there are only a few summary-worthy entities that
should be copied into the summary (e.g. around
10% in CNNDM and 1.5% in arXiv). To make
the model better recognize such summary-worthy
entities, we explore a Global Relevance (GR) com-
ponent, which takes all the entities in the source
document as inputs, and predicts how likely each

entity is to appear in the final summary. We use
the generated ‘entity likelihood’ as a prior distribu-
tion for the Span Copier component, with GR also
trained as an auxiliary task.

Global Relevance is a classifier mapping the hid-
den state of a source document entity into a value
within [0, 1], indicating the probability that such
entity should be included in the summary.

gr = σ(MLP (e)),gr ∈ R|E| (5)

Then pfinali in Eq.3 is updated with gr as

pfinal
i = softmax([(1− pcopyi ) · ogi

, pcopyi · oci · gr])
(6)

New Loss As an auxiliary task, we also train the
model with the ground-truth GR labels to make it
more accurate. Specifically, the label ygri = 1 if
the i-th entity in the input document is included in
the ground truth summary. Then we update the loss
function with Lgr balanced by β:

L2 =(1− β)
∑

i

Ls(p
final
i , ti)

+ β
∑

j

Lgr(grj , y
gr
j )

(7)

4 Experiments and Analysis

4.1 Settings
SpanCopy can be plugged into any pre-trained
generation model. In this paper, we use PEGA-
SUS(Zhang et al., 2020) as our base model, since it
has delivered top performance on multiple summa-
rization datasets. We recognize named entities with
an off-the-shelf NER tool4. The balance factor β
of GR is set by grid search on small subsets of each
dataset (2k for training and 200 for validation).

4.2 Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the saliency and entity-level factual
consistency of the generated summaries, we apply
the following metrics:

Saliency metrics assess the similarity of the gen-
erated summary with the reference summary.

ROUGE scores (Lin, 2004) measure the n-gram
overlaps between generated and ground truth sum-
maries. We apply the metrics R-1, R-2 and R-L.

Summary-precision, -recall and -f1 (sump,
sumr and sumf ) (Nan et al., 2021) measure the

4https://spacy.io/
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Dataset
Original Filtered

Ldoc Lsumm Ndoc Nsumm srcp(gt) Ldoc Lsumm Ndoc Nsumm srcp(gt)

CNNDM 690.9 52.0 42.8 5.9 80.41 671.9 47.1 39.4 4.4 100
XSum 373.8 21.1 27.9 2.7 39.85 483.4 20.6 31.6 1.9 100
Pubmed 3049.0 202.4 71.1 6.4 70.93 3165.4 178.5 69.9 3.4 100
arXiv 6033.3 271.5 157.5 6.0 39.12 6478.9 164.1 161.9 2.3 100

Table 2: Statistics of all the datasets (original/filtered), on the lengths (Ldoc,Lsumm) and number of entities (Ndoc,
Nsumm) in the source documents and ground truth summaries, as well as srcp(gt), the entity level source-precision
of the ground-truth summary.

precision/recall/f1 score of the matched entities in
the generated summaries and the reference sum-
maries. we use NE(Sref ) and NE(Sgen) to repre-
sent the named entities in the reference summaries
and generated summaries, respectively.

sump = |NE(Sref ) ∩NE(Sgen)|/|NE(Sgen)|
sumr = |NE(Sref ) ∩NE(Sgen)|/|NE(Sref )|
sumf = 2 ∗ (sump + sumr)/sump ∗ sumr

These three metrics measure the entity-level
saliency of the generated summaries, i.e. recog-
nizing how many copied (and generated) entities
are salient, and should be included in the summary.

Entity-level factual consistency metric: mea-
sures the named entity matching between the gen-
erated summaries and the source documents. (Nan
et al., 2021) With NE(D) and NE(Sgen) rep-
resenting the named entities in the source doc-
ument and generated summaries, respectively,
Source-precision(srcp) measures how many en-
tities in the generated summaries are from the
source documents, i.e. srcp = |NE(D) ∩
NE(Sgen)|/|NE(Sgen)|. It is an evaluation met-
ric for entity-level factual consistency, as it directly
measures how consistent the generated summaries
are with the source.

4.3 Datasets

We test and compare our SpanCopy model with
the original PEGASUS on four datasets, in the do-
mains of news (CNNDM(Nallapati et al., 2016),
XSum(Narayan et al., 2018)) and scientific papers
(Pubmed and arXiv(Cohan et al., 2018)). As a san-
ity check, we initially assess our models on subsets
of these datasets, where all the entities in the ref-
erence summaries belong to the source document
(we call these filtered datasets). In these cases
(srcp(gt) = 1), Span Copy and GR should dom-
inate PEGASUS, because by design they tend to

generate entities from the source document. 5

The statistics of the filtered and original datasets,
on the lengths and number of entities in the doc-
ument and summaries, can be found in Table 2.
srcp(gt) measures the entity-level factual consis-
tency between the source document and the ground-
truth summary, with lower value meaning that there
are more novel entities in the ground-truth sum-
maries. The table shows that the datasets in the
news domain have higher density of the entities
with respect to the lengths (number of words) of
both documents and ground-truth summaries, i.e.
Ndoc/Ldoc and Nsumm/Lsumm are larger for the
news articles. a possible explanation is that news
articles tend to describe an event or a story, which
may contain more names of people, organizations,
locations, etc., as well as dates. Interestingly, CN-
NDM and Pubmed contain less novel than the other
two datasets (with higher srcp(gt)), something that
the proposed SpanCopy mechanism may benefit
from. Comparing the filtered datasets with the orig-
inal ones, we can see that the number of entities in
the summaries drops for all the datasets, especially
for arXiv, as the more entities in the summary, the
less likely they can be all matched to the source
documents.

4.4 Results and Analysis

The results on the filtered and original datasets are
shown in Table 3 and Table 4.

Filtered Datasets We first evaluate our models,
with the backbone model, PEGASUS on the fil-
tered datasets, which is an easier task, and the re-
sults can be found in Table 3. All the models are
fine-tuned and tested on the filtered datasets. Since
we only keep the examples with all the entities in
the summaries being matched with the entities in
the source documents, the theoretical ceiling of

5Statistics of the (filtered/original) datasets can be found
in Appendix.B
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Model ROUGE Entity(Summ) Entity(Doc)
R-1 R-2 R-L sumr sump sumf srcp

CNNDM Filtered

PEGASUS 44.70 22.23 32.52 50.80 45.32 45.03 92.85
SpanCopy 45.46 23.12 33.48 53.08 48.63 47.86 94.64
SpanCopy+GR 45.74 23.44 33.67 54.61 48.27 48.36 95.02

XSum Filtered

PEGASUS 43.01 19.00 34.01 59.14 54.94 54.68 77.32
SpanCopy 44.23 19.90 35.50 61.34 59.15 58.16 84.30
SpanCopy+GR 43.78 19.12 34.97 60.69 60.50 58.36 83.75

Pubmed Filtered

PEGASUS 46.99 21.46 42.57 42.63 33.28 33.16 73.59
SpanCopy 47.82 22.34 43.43 41.58 34.12 33.44 73.74
SpanCopy+GR 48.04 22.18 43.56 42.11 36.21 34.86 74.15

arXiv Filtered

PEGASUS 46.23 18.02 41.02 37.65 35.98 33.48 68.13
SpanCopy 46.36 18.29 41.23 39.50 37.61 34.95 72.12
SpanCopy+GR 46.56 18.27 41.34 35.38 36.11 32.76 67.56

Table 3: Result of our models and the compared backbone model (PEGASUS) on the filtered datasets. ROUGE
score and Entity(Summ) are mainly used to measure the word-level saliency and entity-level saliency, respectively.
Entity(Doc) is used to measure the entity-level factual consistency. Red represents the lowest among all the three
models, while Green represents the highest.

Model ROUGE Entity(Summ) Entity(Doc)
R-1 R-2 R-L sumr sump sumf srcp

CNNDM

PEGASUS 44.62 20.82 31.05 46.87 42.25 42.29 89.92
SpanCopy 44.19 20.86 31.19 43.15 43.87 41.25 91.89
SpanCopy+GR 44.16 20.61 30.97 42.72 43.34 40.79 91.31

XSum

PEGASUS 46.65 23.47 38.67 41.09 44.43 40.96 41.23
SpanCopy 46.23 22.76 37.96 39.90 42.97 39.70 41.89
SpanCopy+GR 46.02 22.36 37.58 40.12 42.66 39.67 42.79

Pubmed

PEGASUS 46.11 19.43 41.22 22.12 24.81 20.61 67.03
SpanCopy 46.21 19.86 41.51 23.47 25.10 21.29 68.91
SpanCopy+GR 46.27 19.82 41.59 23.34 25.29 21.39 66.91

arXiv

PEGASUS 44.23 16.55 39.15 20.98 25.42 20.56 52.70
SpanCopy 44.05 16.76 38.91 20.65 25.46 20.39 56.88
SpanCopy+GR 44.00 16.87 38.92 20.01 25.75 20.15 54.21

Table 4: Result of our models and the compared backbone model (PEGASUS) on the unfiltered datasets. See
Table 3 for the details of the columns.

srcp is 100. Comparing SpanCopy and PEGA-
SUS, SpanCopy performs better than PEGASUS
regarding both saliency and entity-level factual con-
sistency. Plausibly, this is because all the entities
in the ground-truth summary can be copied from
the source document, in which case the SpanCopy
mechanism can better learn to copy. The SpanCopy
model with the GR component performs better re-

garding the entity-level saliency on three out of
all the four datasets. On arXiv, the performance
of SpanCopy with the GR component regarding
both entity-level saliency and factual consistency
is quite low. One likely reason might be that it is
a rather difficult task to identify the salient enti-
ties in the arxiv dataset, as there is a large amount
of entities in the source documents, but only very
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Model Ravg sumf srcp

CNNDM

SpanCopy -0.08 -1.04 +1.97
SpanCopy+GR -0.25 -1.50 +1.39

XSum

SpanCopy -0.61 -1.26 +0.66
SpanCopy+GR -0.94 -1.29 +2.16

Pubmed

SpanCopy +0.27 +0.68 +1.88
SpanCopy+GR +0.31 +0.78 -0.12

arXiv

SpanCopy +0.20 +1.47 +3.99
SpanCopy+GR +0.30 -0.72 -0.57

Overall (avg. across all datasets)

SpanCopy -0.06 -0.04 +2.13
SpanCopy+GR -0.15 -0.68 +0.72

Table 5: The relative ROUGE score (avg of R-1, R-2 and
R-L), the entity-level summary-f1 and source-precision
of our models, compared with the PEGASUS model on
the four datasets (original). The last block shows the
overall performance for all the datasets.

few entities are summary-worthy (164.1 v.s. 2.3 as
shown in Table 2), which might bring in excessive
noise.

Original Datasets In a second set of experiments,
we fine-tune and test on the full/original datasets.
On this realistic and more challenging task results
are encouraging. As shown in Table 4, when the
SpanCopy model is compared to PEGASUS, it
improves the factual consistency of generated sum-
maries with the source documents (srcp) on all the
datasets, maintaining a very similar performance on
the saliency metrics, i.e. ROUGE and entity-level
saliency. Comparing across the four datasets, Span-
Copy outperforms PEGASUS on both the saliency
and factual consistency metrics on the Pubmed
dataset. For better comparison, we show the rel-
ative gains/loss regarding PEGASUS on all the
datasets, as well as the overall average results in
Table 5. It is clear that the SpanCopy model per-
forms much better regarding entity-level factual
consistency (+2.13) with essentially no change in
saliency (−0.06 on average ROUGE and −0.04 on
entity-level saliency). Admittedly, despite the suc-
cess of the GR component on the filtered datasets
on both word-level and entity-level saliency, it fails
to deliver any gain on the original datasets. A plau-
sible explanation is that GR makes the model focus
excessively on the entities in the source document,

therefore penalizing generation of new, potentially
summary-worthy, entities.

Comparing the entity-level factual consistency
on the filtered datasets and the original datasets, the
filtered datasets always have higher srcp than the
original ones, and the gain is especially larger on
the XSum and arXiv datasets, as both of them con-
tain more entity-level hallucinations in the original
datasets. Remarkably, the performance gain of the
SpanCopy model over PEGASUS on the filtered
XSum dataset is much larger on the original XSum
datasets (7.98 v.s. 0.66) , which might be because
original XSum is more abstractive, the entity-level
guidance is especially helpful for the abstractive
examples with consistent entities in the summary.

4.5 Qualitative Analysis

For illustration, we examine a real example from
the CNNDM dataset in Table 6, which is a news
article on the evacuation of Americans during the
time of the crossfire of warring parties in Yemen.
While all of the three system generated summaries
are able to capture the main statement that ‘it’s too
dangerous to evacuate the Americans’, the person
‘Ivan Watson’ mentioned by PEGASUS’s summary
does not exist in the source document, i.e., it is
an ‘hallucinated’ entity. Most likely, PEGASUS is
generating such hallucination because ‘Ivan Wat-
son’ is a senior CNN correspondent several time
associated with Yemen in other news article in the
training set, and the model automatically ‘picked
the entity from the memory’ to generate the sum-
mary without tightly adhering to the given docu-
ment. In contrast, both of our models do not con-
tain entities that are not in the source document, as
the SpanCopy mechanism tend to guide the model
to use more the entities in the source document.
In addition, with the GR component, although the
generated summary contains more matched entities
with the source document, it pushes the model too
far towards copying entities which are not salient
(e.g. The State Department).

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we tackle the problem of entity-level
factual consistency for abstractive summarization
through a discourse-aware approach, by guiding
the model to directly copy the summary-worthy en-
tities from the source document, through the novel
SpanCopy mechanism (with the optional GR com-
ponent). This mechanism can be integrated into
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Entities in the Source Document: Yemen(0.28), Americans(0.25), Saudi Arabia(0.23), the State Department(0.23),
CNN(0.20),..., U.S.(0.15), ...

Ground-truth Summary: No official way out for Americans stranded amid fighting in Yemen. U.S. Deputy Chief of
Mission says situation is very dangerous so no mass evacuation is planned .

PEGASUS: CNN’s Ivan Watson joins a mother and her grandchildren waiting to be evacuated from Yemen. The State
Department has said it is too risky to evacuate Americans from the area. Watson meets Americans who were on a CNN
ship that docked at a Yemeni port.

SpanCopy: Dozens of Americans are trapped in Yemen. The U.S. has said it is too dangerous to evacuate Americans.

SpanCopy+GR: The U.S. has said it is too dangerous to evacuate Americans from Yemen. The State Department said it is
too risky to conduct an evacuation of citizens. A group of U.S. organizations have filed a lawsuit against the government’s
stance on evacuations.

Table 6: Example of the entity-level factual inconsistency, taken from the CNNDM dataset. The first block shows
the entities in the source document with high GR scores (shown in parenthesis) from the SpanCopy + GR model.

any transformer-based generative frameworks, con-
tributing to the advancement of discourse-aware
neural summarization.

To validate the effectiveness of our approach, we
conducted experiments on four diverse summariza-
tion datasets, including a sanity check on arguably
easier subsets. The results confirmed that Span-
Copy with GR performs better on both entity-level
factual consistency and saliency. Notably, exper-
iments on the original test sets demonstrated that
the SpanCopy mechanism can effectively improve
entity-level factual consistency while maintaining
word-level and token-level saliency.

Despite the recent success of GPT-like decoder-
only systems on the summarization task (Goyal
et al., 2022), they still appear to suffer from hal-
lucinations and inconsistencies in the generated
text (Bubeck et al., 2023). As mentioned in Sec-
tion 3, our method can be easily extended to the
decoder-only models, we intend to investigate how
the mechanism works with the models for address-
ing these limitations.

More long term, we plan to extend our discourse-
aware approach towards controllable generation
with given entities. Specifically, instead of using
the learned GR scores, the model could generate
summaries with desired entities provided by human
users.

Limitation

In our method, we employ an existing NER tool
(Spacy) to label the entities in both the source doc-
uments and the summaries, and the performance
of the NER tool may have an influence on the re-
sults of the model. Thus a good in-domain NER
tool may be required when the work is extended to
some specific domains, e.g. medical text.

In addition, we use PEGASUS(Zhang et al.,
2020) as our base model in all the experiments
on different datasets, as it has delivered top per-
formance on multiple summarization datasets. We
follow the original paper on the length limits of all
the datasets, however, the length of the source doc-
uments in both scientific paper datasets are much
longer than the length limit (3k/6k v.s. 1024),
which leaves the room for further improvement
with sparse attention techniques applied (Xiao et al.,
2022; Guo et al., 2022).

Ethics Consideration

Although we tackle the problem of factual inconsis-
tency for abstractive summarization, and improve
the entity-level factual consistency of the generated
summaries by applying the entity-level span copy
mechanism, the generated summaries still contain
unfactual information. Therefore, caution must be
exercised when the model is deployed in practical
settings.
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A Model and Training Details

We use PEGASUS as our backbone model, which
contains 571M parameters, and the span copy
mechanism has 2M additional parameters. We train
the fine-tuned models from the huggingface model
hub6 for 100k steps (16 data per step) with early
stopping based on the ROUGE scores on the vali-
dation set, which takes around 24 hours with single
V100 GPU.

B Datasets

We compare the size of filtered and original datsets
in Table 7.

Dataset # Data (original) # Data (filtered)

CNNDM 287,113/13,368/13,368 105,847/4,490/3,903
XSum 204,017/11,327/11,333 42,481/2,349/2,412

Pubmed 119,924/6,633/6,658 32,123/1,797/1,772
arXiv 202,914/6,436/6,440 66,360/2,365/2,324

Table 7: Number of data examples in all the datasets
(original v.s. filtered).

C Software and Licenses

Our code is licensed under Apache License 2.0.
Our framework dependencies are:

• HuggingFace Datasets7, Apache 2.0

• NLTK 8, Apache 2.0

• Numpy9, BSD 3-Clause "New" or "Revised"

• Spacy10, MIT

• Transformers11, Apache 2.0

• Pytorch12, Misc

• Pytorch Lightning 13,Apache 2.0

• ROUGE 14, Apache 2.0
6https://huggingface.co/models
7https://github.com/huggingface/

datasets/blob/master/LICENSE
8https://github.com/nltk/nltk
9https://github.com/numpy/numpy/blob/

main/LICENSE.txt
10https://github.com/explosion/spaCy/

blob/master/LICENSE
11https://github.com/huggingface/

transformers/blob/master/LICENSE
12https://github.com/pytorch/pytorch/

blob/master/LICENSE
13https://github.com/PyTorchLightning/

pytorch-lightning/blob/master/LICENSE
14https://github.com/google-research/

google-research/tree/master/rouge
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